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Abstract

The object of this paper is to give a new proof to a well known
theorem in Euclidean Geometry which is called the internal bisectors
problem, Lehmus theorem or Steiner-Lehmus theorem.
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1 Introduction

One theorem that excited interest is the internal bisector problem. In 1840

this theorem was investigated by C.L. Lehmus and Jacob Steiner and other

mathematicians, therefore, it became known as the Steiner-Lehmus theorem.

Papers on it appeared in many journals since 1842 and with a good deal

of regularity during the next hundred years [1]. Reference [1] and [3] also

introduces a simple proof of this theorem.

2 Preliminaries

In order to construct a proof of this theorem, we need to state some known

theorems in Euclidean Geometry, see [2] and [1]. We will use these results in

our work.
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Theorem 1 If one side of a triangle is greater than another then the angle

opposite to the greater side is greater than the angle opposite to the less.

Theorem 2 An exterior angle of a triangle is equal to its remote interior

angles.

Theorem 3 Every angle side angle correspondence is a congruence.

Theorem 4 If the line segment joining two points subtends equal angles at

two other points on the same side of it, then the four points lie on a circle (or

concyclic).

Theorem 5 If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal each pair of corre-

sponding angles are congruent.

In the next section we state and give a new proof for the Steiner-Lehmus

Theorem.

3 Main Results

Throughout this section the following notations will be used: the symbol

‖ denote to a parallel lines, � denote to a triangle, � denote to an angle, and
∼= denote to a congruence triangles.

Theorem 6 Any triangle that has two equal angle bisectors (each measured

from a vertex to the opposite side) is isosceles.

Proof. Given �ABC, BD and CE are equal bisectors of the angles �ABC

and �ACB respectively. See Figure (1); note that in this Figure we assume

that GE ‖ FB and FD ‖ HC. Let AC > AB, then using Theorem (1), we

get �ABC is greater than �ACB. From Theorem (2), we have

�ADB = �DCB +
1

2
�ABC (1)

and also

�AEC = �EBC +
1

2
�ACB. (2)

From Equations (1) and (2) we conclude that �ADB is greater than �AEC.

Drawing the �FBD such that �FDB = �AEC and �FDB = �ACE, since
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BD = CE. Then by applying Theorem (3) we conclude that �FBD ∼=
�ACE. From this congruence we get that:

FB = AC (3)

and

�BFD = �EAC. (4)

From Equation (4) we conclude that the four points F , B, D and A are

concyclic Theorem (4). We get also that

�FBA = �FDA, (5)

and we find that each of these angles in Equation (5) is equal to

1

2
�ACB − 1

2
�ABC. (6)

Draw from E and from C parallels to BF and DE respectively to meet at G.

It is easy to show that �ADB ∼= �GEC and conclude that:

CG = AB and �DAB = �EGC. (7)

From Equations (4) and (7) we find that

�EGC = �EAC. (8)

From Equation (8) the four points G, E, C and A are also concyclic. This

implies that:

�GEA = �FDA. (9)

Since �FDA = �GCA by Theorem (5), we obtain from Equation (6) that

�GEA = �FDA = �GCA = �ABF =
1

2
�ACB − 1

2
�ABC. (10)

Extending CG to meet BF at H . From Equation (10) we find that �HBC =

�HCB since each of them is equal to (�ABC + �ACB) /2. This implies that

the �HBC is isosceles. So HB = HC. Now since CH > CG this implies

from Equation (7) that CH > AB and BH < BF . From Equation (3) this

implies that HB < AC.
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Finally, we conclude that AB > AC which contradicts our hypotheses. So

AB = AC and the �ABC is isosceles. This complete the proof.

Figure 1: The graph of the problem.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, a proof is added to the many indirect proofs of the well

known internal bisectors problem, or the Steiner-Lehmus Theorem.
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